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Document190 
 
Arab Baath Socialist Party 
Iraq Country 
Salah Al- Deen Tameem  
Suliamnia Governorates Organization 

Secret - personal 
NO: 8/1090 
Date: 18/5/1998 

TO / the commands chief of:  
Tameem Branch Security Leadership 

Sulymania Branch Security Leadership 
Subject / Expulsion 

 
Attaching our Letter of 3201 in 1/12/1997. 
North Committee / The Secretarial informed us by the Letter of 33/915 in 
12/5/1998 the follows: 
1.When itemizing the lists of research subject , it was shown that the referred 
persons were newly accepted by the Alliance Kurdistani Democracy Party. This 
give an impression that they embodied to the mentioned Party for the purpose of 
ceasing  their expulsion in addition that a numerous number were apart from 
Party employment in spite of their newly accompanying to it . 
2. Vice – President (Chief North Committee) instructed not to depend upon the 
above lists and instruct Sulymania Branch Leadership of the Alliance Kurdistani 
Democracy Party that his speeches in such cases must be through the political 
office only in order not to be exploited by comrades who work in these 
organizations . To emphasize the same regulations and that they did not 
exceeded more than required, and for the mentioned had a chance to exist in any 
Governorate except in (Nynawa, Tameem , Dyala) Governorates and Why they 
insist to live in Tameem Governorate? 
 

To see please and ascribe what to do according to what mentioned above … 
With Regards 

 
 

Partner 
Essam Muhammad Subhi 

Office Manager 
18/5/1998 
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Iraq Republic 
Republic Presidency 
Revolution Command Council Member 
Vice – President 
Taha Yassin Rammadan 
North Committee 
(The Secretarial) 

NO:33/915 
Date:12/5/1998 

 
Secret – Peculiar 

 
TO / Salah Al- Deen Tameem and Sulymania Governorates Organization 

Responsible Partners 
Subject / Banishment 

 
Your Secret Letter of 546/5 in 21/3/1998 
1.When itemizing the lists of research subject , it was shown that the referred 
elements were newly accepted by the Alliance Kurdistani Democracy Party. 
This give an impression that they embodied to the mentioned Party for the 
purpose of cease their banishment in additional that a numerous number were 
apart from Party employment in spite of their newly accompanying to it . 
2. Vice – President (Chief North Committee) instructed not to depend upon the 
above lists and instruct Sulymania Branch Leadership of the Alliance Kurdistani 
Democracy Party that his speeches in such cases must be through the political 
office only in order not to be exploited by comrade who work in these 
organizations. To emphasize the same regulations and that they did not exceeded 
more than required for the mentioned had a chance to exist in any Governorate 
except in (Nynawa, Tameem , Dyala) Governorates and Why they insist to live 
in Tameem Governorate? 
 

To see please and ascribe what to do according to what mentioned above … 
With Regards 

 
 

General  
Tareq Ziada Saleh 

North Committee Secretary 
12/5/1998 
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